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Abstract 

This paper considers a system composed of two subsystems connected 

in series. One consists of an active and a warm standby unit where they 

are possibly dissimilar, while the other consists of several different 

units connected in tandem. Each unit is repaired upon failure by a sin-

gle server and the failure rate is assumed to be constant,while the re-

pair rate need not be constant. The system fails if both units in the 

standby group are simultaneously in a failed state or if any failure in 

the tandem group occurs. The system availability and the time to system 

failure are discussed. Finally, it is ShO~l that our results include 

several earlier results as special cases. 
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1. Introduction 

As is well-known, standby redundancy is one of the basic methods to 

increase reliability and depending upon the state of the redundant units, 

the redundancy of a unit falls into one of the following three types 

cold, hot and warm. The last one is the most general type of standby re

dundancy since the first two are to be derived as special cases. In this 

paper, we discuss a system composed of two series subsystems. One con

sists of an active and a warm standby unit where they are possibly dis

similar, while the other consists of several different units connected 

in tandem. A two-unit redundant system has been studied by many authors. 

For instance, Gnedenko et al. [2) investigated a two-unit warm standby 

redundant system and Gaver [1) investigated a hot redundant system of 

two dissimilar units. Our model considered here is a generalized one of 

their models and we show that our results include their results as spe

cial cases. In Section 3, we analyze the system availability and in 

Section 4, the time to system failure are discussed and from their re

sults the long-run availability and the mean time to system failure (MT 

SF) are derived. In the final Section, a few remarks concerning about a 

generalization of our model are stated. 

2. Definition of the model 

In this paper, we discuss a complex system composed of two series 

subsystems, U and V. Subsystem U consists of two possibly dissimilar 

units Al and A2 , one of them is in an active state and the other is in a 

warm standby state, while subsystem V consists of n different units AOI ' 

.•• , Aon connected in tandem. The failure rate of each unit is assumed 

to be constant and the failed unit is repaired by a single service chan-
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nel. Denote by "i>O the failure rate of unit Ai when it is in an active 

* state and by "i when in a warm standby state (i = 1,2). Obviously, for 

* * "i = "i' we obtain the case of a hot standby, and for "i = 0, we obtain 

the case of a cold standby. Analogously, " . denotes the failure rate of 
0:: 

unit A . (j 
oJ 

l, ..• ,n) and let" = L.nl" .. Moreover, we assume that the 
o J= oJ 

repair time distribution function of unitA
1 

has the probability density 

function 
x 

gi (x) = ).1i (x)exp ( - j ).1i (u)du] (i = 1,2) 

Where the function ).1i(x) is equivalent to age-specific failure rate in 

renewal theory and the operation of each uni.t is fully restored upon re-

pair. Similarly, let 
x 

).1 .(x)exp l-/).1 .(u)du] 
OJ 0 oJ 

(j=l, ... ,n) 

be the probability density function of the repair time of unit A .. We 
OJ 

denote by gi(s) the Laplace transform of gi(x) with the first moment a i 

and by g .(s) the Laplace transform of g .(x) wi.th the first moment a .. 
OJ OJ OJ 

When an active unit in U fails, the standby unit takes its place ins tan-

taneously. The active unit is repaired, and then put in standby. The 

system fails if both units in standby group U are simultaneously in a 

failed state or if any failure in tandem group V occurs. When the system 

is failed, the failure rate of each good unit is zero. To shorten the 

sojourn time in system failure, in this paper, we adopt the following 

repair policy. If a unit in V fails when a unit in U is being repaired, 

then the failed V-unit has a right of replacing the U-unit from the 

service channel and the preempted U-unit obeys the "repeat" rule so that 

upon re-entry its repair is to be started from the begining. The relia-

bility of detecting and switching is one and time to switch over is neg-

lected. 
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3. System availability 

3.1 Differential equations 

First, we introduce the following notation. 

A~(t) denotes that A. is in an active state at time t, 
1 

A~(t) denotes that Ai is in a warm standby state at time t, 
1 

A:(t) denotes that A. is undergoing emergency repair at time t, 
1 1 

A~(t) denotes that A. is failed and waiting for the service at time t. 
1 

The notation Aa. (t) etc. are analogous to A~(t) etc •• 
oJ J 

Next, we define the possible states of the system as follows: 

El(t) 
a s a 

Al (t)('\ A2 (t)('\ Ao(t) 

E2(t) s a a 
F lj (t) 

a s r 
Al (t)" A2(t)" Ao(t) = Al (t)" A2 (t)" Ao' (t) ____ J 

E3(t) a r a 
F 2j (t) 

s a r 
Al (t)" A2(t)" Ao(t) Al (t)" A2(t)1"\ Ao' (t) ____ J 

E4 (t) r a a 
Al (t)('\ A2(t) f'I Ao (t) F 3j (t) 

a w r 
Al (t) f\ A2 (t) f'\ Aoj (t) 

F 1 (t) 
r w a 

Al (t) A A2 (t) " Ao (t) F4j (t) 
war 

Al (t) ('\ A2 (t)('\ Aoj (t) 

where Aa(t) = (\.nlAa.(t) and the underlined unit is stopping its op-
o J= oJ 

eration for the system failure. Thus it can be noted that E.(t) means 

that the system is operating and F.(t) means that the system is failed 

at time t. 

Finally, let £(t) be the elapsed repair time of the unit currently 

in service, if any, at time t and define the following state probabili-

ties: 
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Pi(t,x)dx + o(dx) 

qi(t,x)dx + o(dx) 

(i=1, ..• ,4) 

P { Ei (t)A(X< dt) < x+dx] I El (0) 1 
P \ F i (t),....[x <.. dt) < x+dx) I El (O)} 

(i 3, 4) 

(i 1, 2) 

qij (t,x)dx + o(dx) = P \ Fij (t)"lx < £(t) < X+dx] I El (O)r 

(1 = 1, ... ,4 ; j = l, ... ,n) 

By including the parameter x, after the method of supplementary varia-

bles, the process becomes Markovian and the differential equations for 

the above probabilities can be derived in a usual way: 

t t 1 P3(t'X)~2(x)dx + Lj~ll qlj(t,X)~oj(x)dx, 

t t 

(2) \:t +(Ao+A~+A2)Jp2(t) = J P4(t,x)~1(x)dx + Lj~lJ q2j(t,x)~oj(x)dx, 
o 0 

(5) 1.L+.L+ ()} ( ) 'at ax ~l x ql t,x 

O. '(i 1, ... ,4; j 1, ... ,n) 

Each of these equations is to be solved under the following boundary 

conditions (8)-(11) and the initial condition (12). 

(10) qi(t,O) 0, (i 1, 2) (11) qij(t,O) = AojPi(t), 

(1 = 1, ... ,4; j = l, ... ,n) 
(12) PI (0) 1. 

5 
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3.2 Solution of the equations 

Denote by Pies) etc. the Laplace transform of Pi(t) etc .. Substi

tuting the solutions of (3) and (7) into (1) and applying the Laplace 

transform to it, we obtain 

which gives 

(13) 

where ales) = s+"1+"*2+" [l-g (s)] and g (s) = + I. n
l " .g .(s) o 0 0 A J= OJ OJ 

By the similar argument to the case of Pl(s), it is shown that 

(14) 

where a2(s) 

Since 
t 

Pi (t) = f Pi (t,x)dx, (i 3, 4) 
o 

it is easily shown that 

(15) 

(16) 

On the other hand, applying the Laplace transform to (8) and substitu-

ting the solution of (5) into it, we obtain 

(17) 

Substituting (13)-(15) into (17) and rearranging with respect to P3(s,O) 

and P4(s,O) yields 
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Analogously, from (6) and (9), we obtain 

(19) 

The solution to (18) and (19) is 

(20) 

where 

(21) lI(s) = 

(22) lI l (s) 
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Cl 2 (S) 

1:,2 (s) = Cl
l 

(s) 

- A:~Al lCll(S)i~2(S)+[Aogo(S)-s-A;lg2(")}' 
Now, we define the probability 

(24) PA (t) = Pt at time t, the system is functioning I El (O)} 

Li : l Pi (t) • 

From (13)-(16), the system availability PACt) is determined by the 

Laplace transform 

(25) 

where P3(s,0) and P4 (s,0) are given by (20) with (21)-(23). 

3.3 Long-run availability 

By applying an Abelian theorem to (25), it follows that 

(26) 

Clearly, by (20) and (21), it holds that 

(27) 
1:,1 (0) 

1:,' (0) 
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and, by (21)-(23), after some manipulation it is shown that 

(28) t:,~ (0) 

(29) 
* 

t:,l (0) 
A2 (>\1+A 2) 

B , 
Ao+A2 

* 
t:,2 (0) 

Al (A 1H 2) 
A, 

AoHl 
(30) 

where 

Combining the above five equations (26)-(30), we obtain the long-run 

availability 

(31) 
A1H2 

where 

C 

3.4 Special cases 

1) Consider the case in which the two units in U are identical. Then 

2) In the case when the subsystem V = J A .; j=l, ... ,n~ is absent, set-
\ OJ j 

ting AO= 0 in (31), we obtain 
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(33) P A (00) 

This gives the long-run availability for a warm standby system having 

two dissimilar units. 

3) Consider the particular case where ~i(x)~i (i=1,2). Substitution 

-1 
of ai"lli ' gi(s)"lli/(~i+s) (i=1,2) into (31) yields 

(34) P A (00) = II + A oa 0 

It is noted that, in this case, the repair rate of each unit in V is not 

constant. 

4. Time to system failure 

In the preceding section, the Laplace transform of system availa-

bility and the long-run availability for our model have been derived. In 

this section, we shall deal with another important operational measure, 

the time to system failure, and then derive the MTSF. Let n(i) be the 

time to system failure, measured from an instant at which the process 

has entered the state Ei (i=1, ... ,4). 

4.1 Differential equations and its solution 

Define the following state probabilities: 

p~i)(t,x)dx+O(dx) 
J 

Pt Ej(t),-Jx<E(t)<X+dx1",[n(i»t 1 I Ei(O)) 

(i=1, •.• ,4 ; j=3,4) 

pi at time t, the system is in a failed state I Ei(O)j. 

(i=l, •.. ,4) 
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The distribution of the time to system failure can be derived by argu-

ments similar to those used in Section 3. To do this we consider the 

modified process which ceases as soon as the system failure occurs. The 

differential equation for this process are : 

(35) 1 ~ + dt (Ao+Al+A~) } P (i) (t) 
1 

t (i) P3 (t,x)~2(x)dx 
0 

1~+ (Ao+A~+A2) } P (i) (t) t (i) 
(36) 

dt 2 J P4 (t,x)~l (x)dx 
0 

(37) p_+.L+ 
at ax [Ao+Al~2(x) 1 J p;i)(t,x) 

(38) \.L+.L+ at ax 
J (i) [Ao+A2~1(x)1 P4 (t,x) 

(39) { ~ + A } P (i) (t) = A + A P (i) (t) 
dt 0 f 0 1 3 

The boundary conditions are : 

(40) 

(41) 

The initial conditions are 

(42) p (i) (0) 
2 

(i) 
P4 (O,x) = 0i4o (x) , 

° , 

° 
+ A p(i)(t) 

2 4 

(i) 
P3 (O,x) 

where o(x) is the Dirac delta function and 0ik is the Kronecker symbol. 

We denote by i'iY)(S) and pii)(s) the Lapl.ace transform of Py)(t) and 

pii)(t), respectively. Then, by using arguments analogous to those in 

the previous section, we obtain 

(43) 

11 
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in which, pii)(s) and pii)(S) are given by 

(44) pii) (s) = \ [s+Ao+A2+A~-A~gl (..) 1 [c il+O i3g2 (.-·) 1 

+ A2g2 (·,) [ci2+Oi4gl(7)]}/D(S)" 

(45) "pi i) (s) = {[SHo HlH~-A~g2(")] [ci2+Oi4gl (.)] 

+ Algl (·) [cil+c
i3

g2(··)];/D(S) , 

where D(s) = \S+AoH2H~[1-gl(·)]HSHo+AlH~[1-g2(··)])-AlA2gl(.)g2(") 

and suppressed arguments are • :: S+A 0 +A 2 and •. '= S+A 0 +A 1 . 

The Laplace transform of the distribution of time to system failure 

can be derived from (43) with (44)-(45). 

4.2 Mean time to system failure (MTSF) 

Consider the system where the tandem group is absent in our model, 

i.e. , the system consists of only a two-unit warm standby group. Let 

~(i) be the time to system failure, analogous to n(i), in that system. 

Then it is easily shown that 

(46) 

On the other hand, putting AO=O in (43) gives 

(47) 

where 

\ 

(i) \ *~ (i) =- (i) 1-g2 (sHl ) 
E exp[-s~ ]J= Al[ci3+AlPl (S)+A 2P2 (s)] s+A

l 

.:: (i) ( ) 
PI s 

= (i) *,. (i) l-gl (sH 2) 
+ A2 [oi4+Al Pl (S)+A2P2 (s)] S+A

2 
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and 

Substitution of (47) with S=AO into (46) gi.ves the MTSF E \ n (i) J for 

our model. For instance, in case i=l, it holds that 

(48) 

Similarly, it is shown that 

(49) 

(50) E t n (3) \ 
1-g2(Ao+A l ) 

+ g2(Ao+A l )E l n(l)} 
Ao+Al 

(51) E \n(4)} 
l-gl (Ao +A 2) 

+ gl (Ao+>"2)E \ n(2)} 
AO+A2 

4.3 Special cases 

1) Consider the case where U is a two-unIt hot standby system. Then 

* Ai Ai (i=1,2), and 
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(52) 

Setting AO=O in this, we obtain the formula (5) in Gaver [1] • 

2) Consider the case where U is a two-unit cold standby system. Then, 

* Ai=O, and 

(AoH1) (A o+A 2)-A 1A2&1 (A oH 2)g2(A o+A 1) 

A1A2 _ _ 
(A o+A 1+A 2)+ ~ g2(A o+A 1) [1-gl(A o+A 2)] 

(A o+A 1) (Ao+A2)-A1A2g1(Ao+A2)&2(Ao+A1) 
(54) E{n(2)}= 

3) In the case when the subsystem V is absent, setting AO=O in (48)

(51), we obtain 

(55) 

* * * } -+ A1 (A l +A 2) [1-gl(A2)]/A2+A2(A1+A2) [1-g2 (A 2)]/A 1 / D(O) , 

l-g (A ) 
(56) E \ n(3)} = A 2 1 + g2(A1)E \ n(l)} 

1 

where D(O) = t A2 H~ [l-gl (A 2) ] H Al +A; [1-g2 (A 1) ] J -AlA 2gl (A 2) &2 (AI) . E t n (2)J 

and E \ n(4)} are analogous to E {n(l)} and E \n(3)}, respectively, 

and these yield the MTSF for a warm standby system having two dissimilar 

.* * units. Moreover, if we put Ai=A, Ai=A and gi(s)=g(s) in (55), then 

we find a well-known result 

(57) .1. + 
A 

1 

* (AH ) [l-g(A)] 

(see e.g., Gnedenko[2] , equation (6.2.4». On the other hand, if we put 

* Ai=O in (55), then 
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(58) 

which coincides with the formula (19) in Osaki [3] • 

5. Concluaion 

As a natural generalization of our mode,l, it may be thought of the 

case where subsystem U consists of three or more dissimilar units. How-

ever, as is clearly foreseen, the possible states of the system are too 

cumbersome to solve the corresponding differential equations and its 

complexity is caused by the condition "dissimilar'} If all units in 

subsystem U are identical and the other assumptions are similar to those 

stated in Section 2, then the problem can be: solved and the results will 

be appeared in the near future. 
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